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Summary

Software Defined Wireless Sensor Networking is a new wireless networking
paradigm formed by applying Software Defined Networking toWireless Sensor Net-
works. Fragmentation based distributed control system offers an efficient way of
distributing the SDWSN control services across the network. Fragmentation aims
to bring the control services closer to the infrastructure network in order to reduce
the propagation latency. It also aims to improve the scalability, reliability and per-
formance of the network. The Fragmentation model is earmarked to play a huge
role in stimulating participation of SDWSN in IoT. To realise this, we optimise the
model for deployment and integration, as well as for operational efficiency. We con-
sider two aspects: controller placement and controller re-election after failure. This
paper discusses the controller placement techniques suitable for SDWSN and the
controller replacement in a case of failure for SDWSN. The controller placement and
the controller replacement mechanism were both evaluated and the results proved to
be effective and efficient.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The advent of Software Defined Networking (SDN) to computing and networking has inspired a great paradigm shift from
conventional practises. The adoption of the SDNmodel has been growing at a rapid pace in recent times both in the industry and
academia. The SDN model is currently being adopted and applied to various computing models such as Cloud, Fog, Edge etc.,
as well as to various networking models such as mobile, wireless, enterprise1. SDN is also seen as a catalyst for the imminent
Internet of Things (IoT) paradigm. The SDN model bring about innovation, simplicity, and evolution to networking. The SDN
model is premised at the decoupling of the control and data forwarding in the network elements such as the switches or the
sensor nodes2,3. It separates the control functionality and centralise it in a SDN controller. This leaves the network elements as
shallow devices with only the data forwarding functionalities. The data forwarding is governed by the controller, which creates
forwarding rules known as flow rules.

0Abbreviations: SDN, Software Defined Networking; SDWSN, Software Defined Wireless Sensor Networking; WSN, Wireless Sensor Networks, IoT, Internet of
Things
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Software Defined Wireless Networking (SDWSN) is formed by combining the SDN model with Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSN). The application of SDN in WSN aims to improve the usability and applicability of the WSN, particularly as it is
envisaged to play a prominent role in the IoT4,5,6,7. WSNs are inherently resource constraint with limited memory, energy,
processing, and data rates8,9,10. This decoupling offers a necessary respite as most of the energy intensive functions are moved
from the sensor device to the central controller11.
The centralisation of the controller brings many benefits but also arouses potential challenges of security, reliability, and

performance12,13. A single central controller is a potential target of malicious attacks. Any attack would render the network
dysfunctional because the controller is in charge of the entire network. This also raises issues of reliability because in case the
controller fails due to various network dynamics, the network will again cease to operate. On the other hand, the controller could
be overwhelmed by all the updates and requests that it receives. This could negate the performance of the network.
As a result of the above challenges, distributed controllers have been punted as a potential resolve. In the traditional enterprise

networks, many distributed SDN controllers have bee proposed and developed such as ONOS14, OpenDaylight15, Hyperflow16,
Kandoo17, and Elasticon18. In SDWSN, the development of these distributed controllers is still lacking, mainly due to the infancy
of the SDWSN. However, there are few solutions such as SDN-WISE19 and TinySDN20,21. Kobo et al.22 proposed and developed
a distributed control system called Fragmentation for the SDWSNs, taking into consideration the inherent resource limitations.
It fragments the SDWSN into different clusters, with each cluster having its own controller service. Thus it comprises a two
level control architecture consisting of local controllers and a global controller. The main aim is to reduce the distance between
the sink nodes and the local controllers as well as the distance between the local controllers and the global controller.
The challenge is to ensure that the placing of the local controllers and the global controller(s) follow a procedure that will

minimise latency and provide resilience. This would also determine the number of local controllers for any given network. The
strive of the minimum distance has to be maintained even in the event of failure. Thus the other challenge is to ensure that
the controller replacement after failure takes distance into account. This paper seeks to optimise the Fragmentation model22
for real world deployment by optimal controller placement and efficient controller re-election mechanism. Thus the purpose of
this paper is to ensure that the distributed control system for SDWSN through Fragmentation is simplistic and usable. This will
facilitate the integration of SDWSNs with other IoT networks. The main contributions of this paper are:

• To enhance the Fragmentation-based distributed control system for SDWSN.

• To investigate an optimal controller placement method for the distributed control system in SDWSN using the fragmen-
tation model.

• To investigate an efficient controller re-election mechanism for the controller replacement in a case of failure.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: In Section 2, we provide the background which includes overviews of the
Fragmentationmodel, the controller replacement, and the controller re-election. In Section 3, we discuss the controller placement
problem in SDWSN. This section includes the proposed SDWSN controller placement solution, experimental evaluation, and
results and discussion. Section 4 discusses the controller re-election mechanism in a case of controller failure. This section
also includes the proposed re-election solution, experimental evaluation, and results and discussion. This paper is concluded in
section 5.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Overview of the Fragmentation model
Fragmentation is a way of distributing the control system of the SDWSN proposed by Kobo et al.22. The aim of this model is to
bring controller services closer to the network infrastructure. The reason being that SDWSNs are inherently resource constraint;
and thus for optimal efficiency, reliability, and performance, the controllers are distributed across the network. This reduces the
distance between the sink nodes and the controllers thereby reducing the propagation latency. Fragmentation comprises a two
level architecture consisting of local controllers and a global controller(s). The local controllers are small, lean, and inexpensive.
They are deployed in a form of clusters and operates independently of each other. Each local controller has knowledge of only
the cluster it is controlling. This ensures that there is a faster response between the sink nodes and the local controllers. It uses
consistency data models and algorithms that allows much independence and parallelism amongst the local controllers.
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On the other hand the local controllers relays the updates of their respective clusters to the global controller, which has a
knowledge of the entire the network. Applications that need a global knowledge are executed at the global level whilst the rest at
the local level. Figure 1 below depicts the architecture of the fragmentation model of the distributed control system for SDWSN.
This architecture ensures the data under observation receives appropriate controller services in a fast and efficient manner. The
local controllers do not have knowledge of the other clusters because the SDWSN carries a sensory data and therefore do not
need the global knowledge of the network to operate. Detailed charecteristics of each component can be found in22.

FIGURE 1 The architecture of the Fragmentation model of controller distributions22.

2.2 The controller placement problem
The fragmentation model fragments the control logic so that each fragment controls a particular portion of the network. This,
among other things, reduce the distance between the sink nodes and the controller and thus ensures that the network latency is
minimised. In a large and operational network, the placement of these local controllers should be diligent and systematic; this
is referred to as the controller placement problem.
The controller placement problem is a concept chiefly studied in the traditional SDN space. Its fundamental purpose is rooted

in minimising latency between the nodes (sensors or switches) and controller(s). This problem is, however, unexplored in the
SDWSN paradigm. Its purpose is also to minimise the latency between the sink nodes and the controllers to ensure optimal
performance. The overall and dominant conclusion from the existing controller placement work is that there is no recipe23 nor
any placement rules24 that apply to all networks, but they offer guidelines through which optimal placement can be found.
Therefore, there is no single best controller placement solution, especially when several performance and resilient metrics are
used. There is only a trade-off between these metrics23,24. Heller et al.24 further state that the placement problem has been well
explored and no new theoretical insights are to be expected.
This problem has been largely studied in the traditional SDN networks but not in the SDWSN. Heller et al.24 were the first

proponents of this problem which revolved around answering the two questions:

1. How many controllers are needed?

2. Where in the topology should they go?

These are two fundamental questions that need to be answered and they apply to SDWSN too. Heller’s work presents com-
prehensive guidelines for operators to deploy multiple controllers effectively in their SDN networks. This research work set the
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scene for this problem. The work was aimed at determining the number of controllers to deploy and where in the topology they
ought to be located. The authors determined that the controller placement problem was an NP-hard problem, at least as hard as
the hardest problem. Nondeterministic Polynomial is a set of computational problems that can be verified in a polynomial time
by a deterministic Turing Machine. Heller et al.24 optimised the controller placement problem, based on the latency metric and
they developed two latency cases. The first is referred to as average latency, which is modelled as:
Given a network graph G(V ,E), let the edge weights represent propagation latencies, d(v,s) represent the shortest path from

node v ∈ V to s ∈ V , n = |V | is the number of nodes, S will be the number of controllers to choose from, S′ is the number of
controllers to be placed such |S′| = K , the average latency for a placement of controllers Lavg(S′) is modelled as:

Lavg(S′) =
1
n
∑

v∈V
min
s∈S′

d(v, s) (1)

The worst-case latency is modelled as:

Lwc(S′) = maxv∈V
min
s∈S′

d(v, s) (2)

The average latency uses a k-median25,26 optimisation approach. The k-median is a clustering method which seeks to find
k-cluster centres such that the sum of the distances between the centre and all other points in the cluster are minimised. The
k-median strives to minimise the 1-norm distances between each point and its centre in the cluster. The k-median was borne as
an improvement of the much-studied k-means approach which also minimises the distance between the centre and the cluster
points. The main difference is the variables they used; according to the names, k-median uses the median while k-means uses
the mean. The reason behind the k-median is that k-means is vulnerable to outliers25. The worst-case latency metrics by Heller
et al.24 uses the k-centre clustering technique. The k-centre aims to minimise the maximum distance between the centroid and
the points in the cluster27, thus it minimises the n-norm distance. The authors further deduced that one controller is sufficient
to fulfil the existing reaction-time requirements although not fault tolerance.
Hock et al.23 extend this work by adding resilience requirements, thereby showing that in instances where a single controller

complies with the latency condition, more controllers would be necessary for the resilience requirement. In addition to controller
failure, the authors consider intercontroller latency, network disruption and load balancing. Hock’s work is formally referred to
as Pareto-based Optimal COntroller placement (POCO)23,28. The POCO framework is available on opensource. The POCO uses
the worst-case latency from Heller et al.24 because they argue that the average does not consider the worst-case scenarios. They
further distinguish between a failure-free scenario and a controller failure scenario. A failure-free scenario is the optimisation
where the failure of the controller nodes is less, whilst the controller failure scenario occurs when the controller failure is expected
to reach k-1, thus all fails but 1. Hock’s failure-free latency metric is modelled as in equation 2, for distinction purposes, we
shall refer to it as the maximum latency for failure-free optimisation:

Lff (S′) = maxv∈V
min
s∈S′

d(v, s) (3)

The controller failure optimisation, which is for the worst-case optimisation, is referred herein as maximum latency for
controller failure optimisation and modelled as:

Lcf (S′) = maxv∈V
max
s∈S′

d(v, s) (4)

The controller failure effectively doubles the optimisation, and thus ensures that the maximum latency value covers all other
deployed controllers k such that any k-1 controller failure is catered for. The first case in equation 3 equally distributes the
controllers across the breadth of the network, while the second case in equation 4 moves all controllers towards the centre of the
network, ensuring that in a worst-case scenario, the latency remains within an acceptable range. The authors conclude that the
first scenario suffers from high latencies in worst-case scenarios but lower latencies in failure-free scenarios whilst the second
performs better in the worst-case scenarios and worst in failure-free scenarios. This work also investigated the intercontroller
latency and load balancing.
This work is extended in Lange Bari et al.29 by using heuristics methods to cater for large-scale and dynamic networks. Bari et

al.30 propose a dynamic provisioning of controllers according to their activeness in the network. Lin et al.31 propose a controller
placement algorithm that aims to determine the number of controllers and their location on the network. They also prove that
controller placement is an NP-completeness problem. The work of other researchers such as Ishigaki et al.32 and Muqaddas et
al.33 focuses on reducing the intercontroller latency instead of the node/switch-to-controller latency.
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The closest to SDWSN is the work by Reze et al.34 which deals with the efficient deployment of multi-sink and multi-
controllers inWSN for a smart factory. The authors optimise the placement problem as Integer Linear Programming (ILP) which
ensures that every sensor node is covered by at least one sink node and at least one controller node. The distance estimation used
Dijkstra’s shortest-path algorithm.

2.3 The controller re-election problem
The golden rule in distributed SDN is that a device should be connected to at least one controller but can only be controlled
by at most one controller at any time. The role of the consensus algorithms is to maintain this and to ensure that leadership
changes are consistent, procedural, and efficient. Paxos35,36 and Raft37,38 are two of the most popular consensus algorithms used
in SDN-distributed controllers.
These algorithms are normally applied to in-memory data grid frameworks such as ZooKeeper39, Hazelcast40 and Atomix41.

Both Zookeeper and Atomix use Raft as their consensus algorithm, while Hazelcast uses Best Effort and Anti-entropy. The
ONOS framework used Hazelcast up to version 1.4, from which they started to use Atomix (because of the split-brain problem).
Atomix uses a strong consistency data model, which is not suitable for the fragmentation model22. The fragmentation model is
based on the eventual consistency data model, thus eventual consistency ONOS over strong consistency ONOS. The Hazelcast
framework also allows a choice between strong or eventual consistency.

2.4 Summary of discussion
The SDN model brings many benefits to networking and computing. It’s application to WSNs to form the SDWSN has re-
ignited so much interest in the Wireless Sensor Networks especially with the advent of the Internet of Things. There are so
many benefits of the SDWSN and equally so, are the challenges. In our previous work1, we with Kobo et al.1 comprehensively
discussed the concept of SDWSN, with much focus on architectures, routing, security, standards, and network management.
Several challenges were highlighted, and one such was the centralisation of the control system12 which led to the development
of the fragmentation model22. This paper extends the fragmentation model22 by developing an efficient controller placement
and controller re-election mechanisms.
The two problems discussed in this paper are very critical to the development of the SDWSN.Most of the SDN-based solutions

focuses on the traditional enterprise networks1,42. Thus the current state of the art solutions on controller placement and controller
re-election after failure are based on the traditional SDN networks. This paper therefore fills the gap left for the SDWSN.

3 THE CONTROLLER PLACEMENT IN SDWSN

Most of the research works above are based on the traditional SDN, except Faragardi et al.34. However, Faragardi et al.34 deals
with the placement of the sink nodes and the multi-controller placement, which follows the conventional way of distribution,
against which this researchwork argues. There are several localisation techniques for the traditionalWSNs43, however , this paper
focuses on the placing of the controller for the SDWSNs. Overall, the controller placement footprint is lagging behind in SDWSN.
This can be attributed to the recency of the SDWSN; most of the work is still in development stages and focuses primarily
on the architectural framework. However, SDN solutions provide insightful guidelines for developing SDWSN solutions. The
only major distinction is in the varying traits of the networks, with SDWSN typified by limited resources. Therefore, most
SDN solutions need to be customised to work in SDWSN. The controller placement problem in SDWSN is vital for optimal
performance and efficiency of the network. In traditional SDN, the problem seeks to reduce the latency between the SDN switches
and the SDN controllers. However, in SDWSN, particularly our solution, it is between the sink nodes and the controllers. The
two-level architecture adds a little latency; hence, the challenge is to ensure that this latency is kept at a very minimum to
insignificant levels.
In most situations, the controller placement problem entails controller failure, network disruption, load balancing, and inter-

controller latency [2]. The fragmentation model deals with most of these problems. The inter-controller problem is out because
there are no data exchanges between the local controllers, except with the global controller, in which case, the latency does not
affect the convergence of data. Network interruptions are rife in SDWSNs but do not affect the operation of the control logic,
otherwise the latency between the sink nodes and the controller is minimised by bringing the controller service closer.
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3.1 SDWSN controller placement for Fragmentation
The purpose of this exercise is to optimise the fragmentation model with the aim of minimising latency between the sink nodes
and the local controllers, as well as between the local controllers and the global controller. Unlike the solutions reviewed above,
this focuses on the sink-to-controller latency. We assume that the placement of the sensor nodes and sink nodes is in accordance
with the demands of the network or the service being provided. Therefore, the control framework needs to respond to the needs
of the network not the other way around.
As stated in Heller et al.24 the controller placement problem has been studied extensively and no new theoretical framework is

likely. The theoretical framework as proposed by Heller et al.24 and further by Hock et al.23 provides a fundamental baseline.We
apply this in the SDWSN, particularly for the fragmentation model. Heller et al.24 provided two use-case scenarios, the average
case which uses k-median and the worst case which uses k-center. These optimisation techniques are applicable to SDWSN. We
adopt the average-case scenario by Heller using k-means. Although Heller states that this formula is for k-median, it actually
applies to both because it produces the mean and the median, as well as the maximum value used in k-center; it therefore depends
on the use and choice of the criterion. We use this to optimise for latency, we deal with resilience in section 4. The method uses
a k-means clustering approach which minimises the distance between the node (sink node) and the cluster centre (controller).
This will ensure that the latency between all sink nodes and the controller is minimised. This is modelled as in equations 1; the
fragmentation latency Lfrag is modelled as:

Lfrag(S′) = Lavg(S′) =
1
n
∑

v∈V
min
s∈S′

d(v, s) (5)

The k-means clustering partition data observations of any n-by-p matrix into k-clusters, it returns an n-by-1 vector consisting
of the cluster centres called centroids44. K-means uses different distance metrices to compute the d(v, s) such as Euclidean
(default), Cosine, Cityblock, Hamming, and Correlation. It uses a k-mean++ algorithm for choosing the best k, which is an
improvement on the original criterion which often led to poor clustering44.
The latency threshold in SDWSNs should be much lower than it can be in traditional SDN, owing to the lower data rates of

the sink nodes. This will augur well for the fragmentation model, which seeks to bring control logic closer to the nodes. The
placement of the global controller is also important, and therefore, we use the second latency optimisation, the worst case as
proposed in23. This entails minimising the latency between the local controllers and the global controller(s). This effectively
doubles the optimisation and locates the global controller at the centre of the entire network. The formula follows that in equation
4 which is modelled as latency for the global controller Lgc :

Lgc(S′) = maxv∈V
max
s∈S′

d(v, s) (6)

3.2 Experiment
We useMatlab to model the controller placement. Matlab is rich in tools used for algorithm testing and mathematical modelling.
Accordingly, there are built-in tools for clustering. The Matlab built-in k-means uses a k-means++ algorithm. The formula used
in Matlab is44:

[idx, C, sumd,D] = kmeans(X,K,Name, V alue) (7)
Where:

• X is the matrix under observation i.e. graph G above.

• K is the specified number of clusters required.

• The Name-and-Value pair represents the distance metric and its name i.e. ’Distance’, ’cityblock’.

• idx returns a vector which contains the cluster indices of observation matrix X (graph).

• C returns the k-cluster centroid locations, these are the centres of the partitioned clusters.

• sumd is a k-by-1 vector which contains the within-cluster sums of each point to cluster distance in the cluster.

• D returns a vector of n-by-k matrix of all distances from each point to every centroid.
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Matlab simulation defines nodes with no specification of the type. Therefore the set of nodes in our experiment represents the
sink nodes amongst which we want to place the k number of controllers. We placed fifteen (15) sink nodes at different locations
to determine the locations of the three (3) local controllers and the global controller. We used actual latitude and longitude
coordinates as listed in table 1 below. Table 2 lists the weights of the coordinates using the Haversine distance method. The
idea is also to confirm the distances using k-means built-in distance metrices such as Euclidean and Cityblock. The different
distance calculation methods returns approximately the same results on short distances. We first run the k-means algorithm
in Matlab to determine the locations of the local controllers, then use those locations to determine the location of the global
controller.

TABLE 1 Sink Nodes and their Coordinates.

Coordinates1

Controller Latitude Longitude

1 -25.755584 28.278443
2 -25.755594 28.278934
3 -25.755668 28.278703
4 -25.756051 28.27778
5 -25.756131 28.278107
6 -25.756303 28.278242
7 -25.756447 28.279639
8 -25.756334 28.279703
9 -25.756331 28.279551
10 -25.756536 28.27827
11 -25.756528 28.278532
12 -25.756207 28.280012
13 -25.756572 28.280249
14 -25.755309 28.278177
15 -25.755426 28.278749

Source: Google Maps.

3.3 Results and Discussion
The purpose of this exercise was to determine the best locations to place the local controllers and the global controller for the
fragmentation model. The k-means method produces, in addition to average latency, the maximum latency (referred to by Heller
et al.24 as worst-case latency) and the distances of each point to the centroid. The locations of the three local controllers based
on the k-means are depicted in figure 2 and listed in table 3 .

The main antagonists of the k-means algorithm argue that the placement is vulnerable to outliers, and as seen in figure 2 ,
the local controllers are placed closer to or on one of the sink nodes. Moreover, it is said that this poses a challenge in a very
large network where the distances in between are very huge. But as in the case of the SDWSN, particularly the fragmentation
model, this does not have a negative effect because the network is already fragmented. This is the reason we chose k-means, and
furthermore, in a relatively small network such as the fragmented clusters, the different clustering techniques produce relatively
similar results. This can be observed from the average value, the median value, and the maximum value produced.
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TABLE 2 Coordinates and their weights.

Edge Connection Weight (m)

(1,2) 49
(1,3) 28
(2,3) 25
(4,5) 34
(4,6) 54
(5,6) 23
(7,8) 14
(7,9) 16
(8,9) 15
(4,10) 73
(5,10) 48
(6,10) 26
(4,11) 92
(5,11) 61
(6,11) 38
(10,11) 26
(7,12) 46
(8,12) 34
(9,12) 48
(7,13) 63
(8,13) 61
(9,13) 75
(12,13) 47
(1,14) 41
(2,14) 82
(3,14) 66
(1,15) 35
(2,15) 26
(3,15) 27

TABLE 3 The locations of the local controllers.

Coordinates1

Controller Latitude Longitude

A -25.7563 28.2782
B -25.7563 28.2797
C -25.7556 28.2787

On the placement of the global controller, we applied the k-means to the locations obtained when placing the local controllers
above. This is highlighted in figure 3 below. As shown in the figure, the global controller is placed closer to the local controller
closest to the mean.
Unlike the local controller placement, the global controller is expected to be at a relative distance to the local controllers and

therefore placement closer to the mean would leave other observations vulnerable to high latencies. Therefore, we re-optimise
the local controller locations to counter the error condition. The use of k-median is considered. However, it results in the same
placement as the mean, as shown in figure 4 .
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FIGURE 2 The locations of the local controllers by k-means algorithm.

FIGURE 3 The locations of the global controller by k-means algorithm.

Increasing the topology from three to four or five local controllers (in case the topology grows) does not improve the position-
ing either. This means that the optimal placement of the global controller cannot rely on the increase in topology (data points)
as shown in figures 5 a and 5 b. The mean would always be skewed and unpredictable. Besides the fact that this does not have
much effect on centralising the global controller, this would be a bad method as it is not cost effective.
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FIGURE 4 The use of the median is the same as that of the mean.

Therefore, we used the concept of moving median to re-optimise the locations of the local controllers to determine the optimal
location of the global controller. Moving median computes a number of different k medians over a sliding window of the size
of k. It shifts the window forward and backward over the size of k. It is mostly used to compute time series data. Table 4 lists
the new locations derived from the moving median. The next step is to apply k-means to this new matrix to determine the new
location of the global controller; we also find the median.

TABLE 4 The locations of the local controllers after applying moving median.

Coordinates1

Controller Latitude Longitude

A -25.7563 28.2790
B -25.7563 28.2787
C -25.7560 28.2792

The newmatrix above mimics the worst-case scenario described by Heller while conforming to the free fail scenario by Hock.
These new locations move towards the k-center optimisation. However, noticeably, they cannot be used for the local controller
placement as they converge towards the centre of the network. Figure 6 shows the locations of the local controller using the
new matrix. Evidently, this is not suitable for the local controller placements according to the fragmentation ideals for SDWSN
because as shown in figure 6 , they are further away from the sink nodes, which are their primary area of interest.
However, as these locations converge towards the centre of the network, they improve the placement location of the global

controller. Figure 7 shows the location of the global controller with the mean and the median respectively. This results from
applying the mean and median to the three locations obtained from moving median. The placement of the global controller
improved greatly. There is a slight difference between the location of the mean and that of the median.
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(a) The global controller placement with k = 4.

(b) The global controller placement with k = 5.

FIGURE 5 The increase in topology does not change the placement of the global controller when using k-means.

To find a better method between the mean and the median, we looked at the distances to each point. We took the cluster
locations in tables 3 and 4 to determine the distance between each point and the centroid (global controller location) produced
by the mean and median of the first matrix (table 3 ) and the mean and the median of the moving median matrix (table 4 ). We
referred to the first matrix as S and the second matrix as S′. The mean and the median of the first matrix(S) were the same. We
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FIGURE 6 The locations of the local controller after re-optimisation.

used the Haversine method to calculate these distances using a different platform (Java code). The results are captured in table
5 .

TABLE 5 The distances between the obtained locations and the centroids.

Coordinates1

Location S: mean/median S′:median S′:mean

A 78 83 73
B 100 70 71
C 50 80 81

Table 5 shows that themean has a better overall distance although the difference is slight. Both themean and themedian could
therefore be used to determine the final location of the global controller. We can therefore conclude that the k-mean is suitable to
place the local controller while the global controller should be placed by further optimising the local controller locations. This
eventually converges to the k-center approach. The following algorithm 1 summarises the steps in placing the controller.

3.4 Latency
The k-mean function in Matlab returns the best distances in the clusters. The average sums of the distances between the points
in the cluster and the centroid (local controllers), measured in metres are 1.6, 1.6, and 1.8 for the three clusters respectively. The
maximum distances between all the points to the centroids are 2.6, 2.5, and 2.3 in the three clusters. The average sums represent
the k-mean value while the maximum points represent the k-center as described in Heller et al.24 and Hock et al.23. The average
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(a) The mean of the moving median locations.

(b) The median of the moving median locations.

FIGURE 7 The final optimisation of the locations to determine the global controller location.

distance between the local controllers and the global controller is 3.27. We use the standard distance, time, and speed equation
to determine the latency in the form of time.

Distance = Speed × T ime

∴T ime = Distance
Speed

(8)
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Algorithm 1 Controller placement
These are the steps to be followed:

• Place the local controllers using k-means or m-median clustering.

• Use the locations of the local controllers to determine the location of the global controller.

• Apply a moving median to the locations of the local controllers.

• Apply k-mean or k-median to the new derived locations to find the mean or the median for the location of the global
controller.

We use the Ethernet over copper speed of 197863.022 ms. The resultant latencies are 8.0864, 8.0864, and 9.0972 ns
respectively within the local clusters and 16.5266 ns between the local controllers and the global controller.

4 CONTROLLER RE-ELECTION

Distributed systems use consensus algorithms to achieve state convergence. Consensus algorithms are normally discussed in
terms of replicating the state amongst the participating controller nodes. Another perspective of the consensus algorithms is the
election of a leader in a distributed system. The election of the leader ensures reliability in the system in the event of failure.
It ensures that for any operation, there will be service and backup for assurance. As in database systems, consensus is very
important for SDN, especially in distributed SDN controllers.

4.1 ONOS Device Mastership
The mastership service in ONOS provides cluster management, synchronisation, and device mastership. The mastership service
manages the device mastership. The ONOS device mastership management defines three roles45,46:

• Master: The controller node has knowledge of the device and has full control.

• Standby: The node has knowledge of the device, and can read the state, but cannot control the device.

• None: The device may or may not have knowledge of the device and cannot interact with it.

This is the ONOS mastership life cycle. A controller node becomes a master of a device if it discovers the device first and
can verify that the device has no master and has a control channel to the device. All other nodes that subsequently discover the
device become standby (if they have a connection) or None. Thus, in a case where a controller overlaps the sink sink node, it
becomes on standby if it has a connection to that sink node. The roles can change through administrative intervention, device
disconnection, and disconnection from the cluster (split-brain syndrome). All these will prompt a role relinquishment and node
re-election to replace the master. Re-election can be the result of master node failure, device disconnection, and an administrator
intervention. The node relinquishing the responsibilities can elect a new master. The candidate to be the new master is selected
from the standby nodes. The standby nodes are ordered on a preference list and the next node on the list becomes the candidate,
master select.

4.2 SDWSN controller re-election
The fragmentation model distributes the controller instances across the network. In section 3, we discussed the best ways to
consider when placing the local controllers. The main metric behind the controller placement problem is latency, which is
modelled through distance. Therefore, if the initial placement takes distance into consideration, then the re-election of the master
should do so too. However, currently ONOS does not consider distance in its device master re-election. In the traditional SDN,
this might not be a concern, considering the available infrastructure resources. The SDWSN, unfortunately, does not possess the
luxury of resources to spare, hence more consideration should be taken into account.
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The current implementation contradicts the aims and ideals of the fragmentation model. This section aims to optimise the
controller master re-election method. This entails enhancing the method with a distance consideration when a new master
node is elected. Building upon the controller placement; we implement the Haversine formula of distance. This calculates the
distance based on the latitude and longitude coordinates of the controllers. We gather the coordinates of the controller instances
upon commissioning. We chose Haversine method because of its applicability and accuracy in long distances in anticipation of
scalability because at short distances, most distance formulas return the same results. Thus, any distance method which uses
latitudes and longitudes such as the law of cosine could be used. The pseudocode of the Haversine formula is given in algorithm
2 below.

Algorithm 2 The Haversine algorithm.
longitude lon1 longitude lon2 latitude lat1 latitude lat2
R← 6367000 is the radius of the earth in metres.
Δlong ← lon2 − lon1
Δlat ← lat2 − lat1
� ← (sin(Δlat

2
))2 + cos(lat1) × cos(lat2) × (sin(Δlong

2
))2

� ← 2 × arctan(
√

�,
√

1 − �)
 ← R × �
return 

The local controllers should be at the centre of their clusters according to the placement criteria discussed in the previous
section. We calculate the distances between the current master controller (the node relinquishing the role) and the standby
controllers; the closest controller node becomes the candidate or themaster select. The change of themaster increases the latency,
this exercise manages that increase by preferring the closest controller. The standard procedure for controller re-election after a
controller node failure in ONOS is is described in algorithm 3:

Algorithm 3 Controller mastership re-election procedure in ONOS.
Upon a controller node failure:

• Relinquish the mastership role.

• The candidate node from the standby list is chosen as the replacement.

The standby list is populated as follows:
• First, the first controller to discover a device becomes the master controller, the rest become standby controllers for that
device if they have a connection; they become none if they do not.

• All standby controllers are stored on a list in a first-come precedence order.

• The first controller on the list becomes the candidate.

• Upon controller failure, the candidate controller becomes the master.

The proposed controller mastership re-election after failure is described in algorithm 4 below. The proposed method can be
proactive or reactive. The proactive mode will ensure a fast transition from a failed controller to the replacement controller, but it
will add overheads. Whereas the reactive method will be slower the transit to the replacement controller but with no processing
overheads. Although the differences will be very minimal, the proactive method is more suitable for delay-sensitive networks
such as SDWSN.
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Algorithm 4 Proposed controller mastership re-election procedure.
Upon a controller node failure:

• Relinquish the mastership role.

• The candidate node from the standby list is chosen as the replacement.

The procedure for the proposed enhancement changes the standby such that it:
• Uses a HashMap to store the standby controllers with their coordinates.

• Calculates the distance between the master and all the standby controllers, and stores the results in a HashMap.

– Calls the Haversine distance method.

• Selects the entry with the lowest distance as the candidate controller.

• Upon Failure, the candidate becomes the master.

Haversine distance calculation method:
• Find the latitude and longitude coordinates of both the current master controller and all the controllers in the cluster.

• Measure the distance between the two coordinates. return distance

4.3 Experiment
The controller master re-election enhancement was implemented on the ONOS mastership service. We set up a small experi-
ment to test this enhancement. The experiment consisted of one global controller and three local controllers according to the
fragmentation model. The three local controllers consisted of 2GHz CPU and 1G RAM while the global controller consisted of
2GHz CPU and 2G RAM. The global controller also ran the simulation tool. The simulation consisted of three sink nodes with
ten sensor nodes each. All the controllers were virtual and placed in different geographical buildings at the Council for Scien-
tific and Industrial Research (CSIR), Pretoria. Figure 8 depicts the buildings where the controllers were located (Picture from
Google Maps).
We used the SDN-WISE simulation framework which consists of a Cooja simulator and an SDWSN adaptation of the ONOS

SDN controller. The Fragmentation model was implemented in the ONOS controller on version 1.0.1.

FIGURE 8 The location of the controllers in the buildings of CSIR, image from Google maps.
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FIGURE 9 The geometric extraction of the controller locations.

The controllers were located in different buildings; figure 9 shows the latitudes and longitudes of the controllers’ locations,
as well as the distances in between. The central controller was also located, more in the centre according to the placement model
discussed in section 3 above. The controllers and their location coordinates are summed in table 6 below.

TABLE 6 The local controllers and their location coordinates in latitude and longitudes.

Coordinates1

Controller Latitude Longitude

A -25.755574 28.278461
B -25.756442 28.278401
C -25.756379 28.279578
GC -25.755582 28.278486

Source: Google Maps.

We used a script provided by ONOS to manipulate the state of the controllers, we used "onos-service". This script allowed
us to stop, start, restart, and check the status of a controller instance, thus "onos stop/start/restart/status". The testing procedure
followed was:

1. Set up the cluster.

2. Verify that all controller instances are in ACTIVE state.

3. Run the SDWSN simulation.

4. Stop the one local controller instance in the middle of the simulation.

5. Verify if the stopped instance is indeed in INACTIVE state.

6. Confirm if the correct controller node was re-elected.
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In the first experiment, we evaluated the proposed criterion by failing the local controllers one at a time. The second experiment
centred around the current re-election criterion versus the proposed criterion in terms of latency. We measured the latency with
the current criterion, then failed the controller and did the same with the proposed criterion. Controller B was used in this case.
We measured latency on controller B, then failed it; then measured the latency with the replacement.

4.4 Results and Discussion
The ONOS framework provides a command-line service which allows monitoring and manipulation. The setup depicted in
figures 8 and 9 shows the different locations of the controllers with coordinates. The figures present a clear logical preference
based on the different distances between the controllers, and thus the evaluation seeks to validate rather that test. The Haversine
formula is also clear and we validated the formula away from ONOS to get the distances and used Google maps to verify them.
The results obtained followed the logic as expected and presented in table 7 . Therefore, the table shows the results of the
proposed re-election criteria. The proposed method chooses controller A to replace controller B and vice versa, while choosing
controller B to replace controller C.

TABLE 7 The local controllers and their replacements.

Local Controller Replacement Distance (m)

A B 97
B A 97
C B 268

Figure 10 below shows the results of the second experiment, the latency variations before the controller was failed and after.
We performed all the failing on controller B, any controller could be used (failed) and that did not change the outcomes of the
experiment. According to the results in table 7 , the proposed method will always choose the closest controller. However, the
current method could choose any of the remaining two. The results in figure 10 below shows the latency before controller B is
failed, then latency when the closest controller is chosen, and lastly latency when the furthest controller is chosen. The last two
results are applicable to the current method because the choosing is random. In figure, 10 B refers to controller B before the
failing, B->A refers to the replacement of controller B by controller A while B->C refers to the replacement of controller B by
controller C.
The latency results presented show a slight addition of delay as the change of controllers takes place. Accordingly, the results

show that the added delay is more when the controller replacement does not take distance into account. This is of significant
importance in SDWSN. This difference could be deemed insignificant in traditional SDN, but very critical in SDWSNs. They
are very important for SDWSNs because of their relativity and proportionality to scalability. Considering the distances between
the controllers, the speed in traditional networks could overwrite the latency differences, but remains critical in SDWSNs.
A major challenge in SDWSN is that the concept is still in development stages and therefore there exist less tools which

could be used. The simulation tool used has limitation in the number of sensor nodes it can simulate at a time. We could only
simulate 39 sensor nodes, beyond which it crashed. A real world testbed could not be done because of the unavailability of SDN-
based sensor nodes. However these challenges did not negate this research work because the focus was more on the controller
redundancy mechanism.

5 CONCLUSION

The Software Defined Wireless Sensor Networking (SDWSN) has ignited the Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) in the recent
times. It leverages the benefits of Software Defined Networking into WSNs. The distributed control systems for SDWSNs have
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FIGURE 10 The latency of the two re-election criteria, the proposed and the current.

also gained traction and much research interest on the basis of their premise of improving reliability, scalability, and perfor-
mance. Therefore, different distribution approaches have been proposed and one such is the Fragmentation model. It seeks
entails a two level architecture which consists of local controllers and a global controller in consideration of the inherent ills
of limited resources in SDWSNs. This paper serves as an enhancement of the fragmentation model in terms of latency and
reliability. It seeks to strengthen and optimise the fragmentation model for real life operation. We discussed in detail two prob-
lems, the controller placement and a controller mastership re-election. The controller placement seeks to reduce the propagation
latency between the sink nodes and the local controllers, as well as between the local controllers and the global controller. The
experiments showed that we cannot use the same method of optimal placement for both the local controllers and the global
controller. Therefore two models of optimal controller placement were discussed and adopted. K-means for the local controller
placement and re-optimised k-means or k-center for the global controller placement. We also enhanced the current ONOS mas-
tership re-election criterion with distance consideration in line with the ideals of the fragmentation model. We adopted the
Haversine formula and implemented it in ONOS to ensure that the re-election was in line with the fragmentation model. These
two problems are intertwined and complementary. This ensure that propagation latency is kept to a minimum and, at an accept-
able threshold after a controller failure. The change of controller inevitably adds to the latency and the role of this exercise is to
ensure that even after failure, the network does not suffer abnormal latencies to the detriment of the network.
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